SRUJANAVANI’s

Career Counselling Program
AN INITIATIVE TO RAISE THE AWARENESS AND SPIRIT OF THE CHILDREN OF GOVT. SCHOOLS

Children from marginalised backgrounds, specifically from rural areas are lacking awareness about various
career options available to them and most of them are following the paths of their elders. And this choosing
makes everyone doing degree without any academic knowledge and skill. Their graduation is not fetching any
employment and they were already distant from their home profession due to their “college going” image.
Now they belong to neither of the streams. Upon analysing, we found that the lack of awareness is the main
cause for this situation. And also children are not aspiring due to the dearth of information. So, we at
Srujanavani felt the need of creating awareness on various Careers available, raising the spirits to aspire for
more and motivating them for setting goals.
For the past four years we have been conducting Career Counselling Sessions in Government schools of
Visakhapatnam District. This academic year we have targeted to cover 2000 students. The sessions should have
been conducted July/August, got delayed due to various other reasons. This year we have released a booklet
named Vidyardhula Bhavishya Margadarshi containing brief information about career options. Click link for book.

Ms. Suvarna ( Dy.DEO ) inaugurating the book
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The session consisted of one and half an hour of presentation made in Telugu language, Motivational video on
APJ Abdul Kalam, Question&Answers and Feedback. Presentation made through portable LCD projector
recently sponsored by Customs and Central Excise Volunteers Asso. (CESVA) under leadership of Kshitij Jain.

K.Varalakshmi, student of ZPH school, Madugula
said that the presentation broaden their outlook for
career path and it would help to envision different
career prospects to reach better heights.
Sri SrinivasaRao, MEO (Mandal Education Officer
Butchayyapeta Md), expressed that Srujanavani is
not only giving career counselling but also motivating
the students for setting their goals and this book will
be remain as a reference book.

In numbers, Srujanavani covered 29 schools in Seven
mandals of Visakhapatnam District. Covered mandals are
Chodavaram, Cheedikada, V.Madugula, Butchayyapeta,
K.Kotapadu, Paderu and Pendurthi. Total XXXX children
have participated in these sessions.
We thank DEO, Dy.DEOs, MEOs, HMs
and teachers for giving us opportunity
to conduct sessions for the children.
We could not plan these type of
sessions in this number of schools
without the support from our Donors
and Well-wishers. Thanks to them.

And we congratulate Srujanavani team
consisting of Gyani, Ramarao and
Yesubabu lead by Narasinga Rao for
making this useful program a success

